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About This Game

Turba provides a gameplay experience unlike any you have encountered before. Load in music from your PC and combo blocks
to your favorite tunes in this unique new twist on the “match-3” style game!

The blocks on the game board generate and move to the beat of the song you choose. Clear blocks in time with the beat and
make expert combos to maximize your score while you compete in online leaderboards for any and every song you play.

Key features:

Three modes of play
Seven Special Powers to change up how you play
Online leaderboards for each song you play
Supported file types: Mp3, Music CDs, Flac, Ogg, Wma, Ape, Mpc
Last.fm Scrobbling support
In-depth stat tracking and unlock system
20 Steam achievements, 50+ Steam stats, Steam leaderboards
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Possibly the most poorly-aged of the 7 Wonders series. It's before the games began breaking things up and adding extra
challenge in the form of resource management\/bonuses for "better time" or the city-building aspects, or variable difficulty, or
the assistance of recharging powerups, but with the bonus irritation of "hey, you know how you usually need to drop the key
stone off the board? Now make it navigate a maze on some of the strangest-shaped boards in the series."

The problem with that is that while you might think it's an interesting variant on match-3 gameplay (the board rotates to assist in
this), the time limit is INSANELY generous. I don't know if I ever went down further than a third of the meter, and that was
while I was passing out and zonking out for a few seconds at a time every so many moves. It's ludicrously liberal on time. So the
game is in no way challenging, just sort of annoying. I can see reasons to play earlier 7W games, and the later ones redefine
things in their own way, but god, this one's a relic.. I'll keep it short:

+ Nice new civs, adds even more variety to this timeless classic.
+ Interesting new units.
+ Fully voiced campaign.
+ New and improved AI.

o I am not sure abot this new AI, I've see an army of 50 monks attack my castle, some of the enemy AI was doing f*** all
during one of my skimrishes.
o My villagers are white when playing as the African civs... plus their monks are European too! I'm certain there will be mods
for that though.

Overall, a great addon! Recommend!. I love this game. Just fix the fps issues and i'm ♥♥♥♥in good dude.. A lighthearted kid-
friendly adventure game, that feels as though it is supposed to be funny, but due to poor comedic timing and a sub-par voice
cast, ends up not being very funny at all. Most puzzles are simplistic, and the ones that aren't are obnoxiously arbitrary. Short,
unfunny, and not very interesting... Puzzle Bots isn't really worth your money, I'd go spend that 5 bucks elsewhere.. eehhh, not
very compelling. Buggy game that apparently hasn't gotten much support since it was released years ago. It wouldn't be a bad
time killer if it wasn't technically deficient. I have had equipment textures not load leaving my character striped white and
purple. I have had trouble changing video settings (they seem to revert when I exit the menu). If I'm not mistaken this was
ported from console and not very well.. 10\/10
POWERFUL AND FUN
this is a good locomotive, i honestly play this more than most of the other locomotives in my library, would definitly
recommend this to anyone who is thinking about getting this.
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This game is really simple, but also really hard.. needs more hats. Got it for 10 cents...

6 minutes for me to finish the game, but I kinda enjoyed it...
More levels would be nice.. An excellent little game. If you buy it, do yourself a favor and use a controller instead of a
keyboard. While it's an online game, you can play against bots with friends so it's not like you have to go against fellow players
that are such a higher rank than you from the beginning. Well thought out, and fun to play.. Advanture! Action! Platformer!
Yep and all wonderfully tied together by a rogue-lite!

See your progress get halted by RNG and raiding hordes! You have to gather materials (oh yes, it has crafting too!) to built
defenses against thiefs that steal your materials... Well, you could actually also build upgrades for your character, but you have
to find the blue prints first. So cross your fingers and pray that the RNG gods are with you or else...

Sorry, I really like the platforming and presentation, but the game play is horrible. The randomly generated rooms just feel
boring and you have to grind a lot to even get the most basic upgrades. I could even forgive the game that if it weren't for the
added insult of having your resources stolen. It's like running up a steep long hill while somebody puts extra weight on your
shoulders. Hey, but you have a nice view!

If you like randomly generated platformer rooms and gathering a lot of materials this game is pretty decent, but if you are
looking for a platformer with some upgrade mechanisms I'd recommend that you stay away.. It a fun hard puzzling game and
VERY! long with strong enimees and also multipule weopens THE grapple hook and gun! its action packed and an exploring
adventure game
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